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The ʻOpio has been revamped as a
newsletter initiative of the Hawaii State
Student Council that strives to share
important stories from students for
students in our public schools. The goal
of this new initiative is to empower
student voice by providing them an
avenue to share their voices through
story sharing and student highlights.
The Hawaii State Student Council will
be using its network of student leaders
to reach various students across the
state.

INTRODUCTION

Daniella White

Board of Education Student
Representative
Daniella White was appointed as the 2019-2020
Board of Education Student Representative. She is a
senior at Campbell High School.

Aloha, everyone!
Thank you for tuning in to the December 2019 ‘Opio. Hawaii State Student
Council (HSSC) has really enjoyed covering your 2019 school year with all the
school events, news, and more.
As the beginning of 2020 nears, there is one thing I would like for all of you
readers to keep in mind; the term “Public School Proud.”
In 2019, the creators of the HSSC ‘Opio, along with the schools across the state of
Hawaii, have witnessed amazing student success. From different schools hosting
beautiful May Day events to hard-working public school sports teams giving us
amazing performances at our state championships and even moving on to
nationals, Hawaii has had a truly amazing public school year.
Coming from one of the biggest schools in the state, James Campbell High School,
I knew that our Hawaii Department of Education (HIDOE) schools had a variety of
talents. But with the opportunity of being the Hawaii Board of Education Student
Representative, it has become astonishingly clear to me just how amazing our
students are. @HIDOE808 on Twitter has been posting so many things about our
public school kids who achieve goals every day. I am constantly seeing exceptional
students promote topics like trafﬁc safety on media outlets, lead donation events,
and attend awesome events like the Student Energy Summit. Each and every day,
an HIDOE student exceeds our expectations and redeﬁnes student success.
Not only have our students been excelling, but our teachers and faculty at our
schools have been making us proud as well. From having Principal Alisa Bender
from Hickam Elementary being the ﬁrst Hawaii recipient of the Terrel Bell award
for outstanding leadership to seeing students post about how supportive, caring,
and encouraging their teachers are, the HIDOE school faculties have been
redeﬁning what it means to be a good teacher to their students.
So, as each and every one of you readers make your way into the year of 2020- an
entirely new decade!!!- make it yours. Whether you are a student, a teacher, and
principal, a parent, or HIDOE alumni, make our state remember that we are Public
School Proud. It truly is thrilling as we await to see what our schools will
accomplish and learn as we enter this exciting year. I can wholeheartedly say that
I have already been made proud. Thank you everyone, and best wishes!
Daniella White
BOE Student Representative
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Jaylen Mae Arzaga, Vice Chairperson
Breeze Chinen, Secretary
Jessica Chang, Sergeant-at-Arms
Carlo Daquioag, Historian
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MEMBER HIGHLIGHT

Meet a member of the Hawaii State Student Council and how
one of the promise themes in being implemented at their
respective school.

MEET

Rhona Lei Batacan
Waimea High

At Waimea High School, our mission is “to provide a 21st-century education
in an environment conducive to learning, teaching and growing in order that
all students become productive, responsible citizens and lifelong learners.”
We have a highly qualiﬁed and principled staff who show that they are more
than willing to nurture the students and guide them throughout their high
school career. They understand that with an extremely diverse student body,
not everyone can work under the same conditions. We have students coming
from all around the world, all with different ethnic backgrounds and cultures.
There are equity and equality; equity is making sure everyone gets a fair shot,
while equality is making sure everyone is treated the same.
We understand that treating everyone the same is not necessarily fair and that all students deserve to have an equal
chance at being successful. The school does it’s very best to provide students who have challenges with additional help
to ensure that they have an equal opportunity for success as much as every other student. There are programs
integrated into the school system that accommodate a student’s educational needs. This is extremely helpful for those
who are faced with adversity. The help is there so that they can overcome any of the obstacles presented to them. With
the resources provided these students know that they can accomplish the same things as everyone else. However, the
measures taken to make sure everyone’s needs are met does not stop there.
A classroom is compiled of different students who have different learning styles. In a situation where the teacher gives a
lecture, the student who is an auditory learner will have a greater advantage than the student who is a visual learner.
Teachers here at Waimea High School are beginning to do more hands-on and active teaching in classrooms. This
encourages students to be more engaged in class so that they can better understand the material. And yes, not everyone
might prefer that method of teaching and so creating a learning environment that best ﬁts everyone is a work in
progress. Because to do so we need to ﬁrst ﬁgure out what exactly is best for each individual student.
In the end, it is all about giving everyone the same opportunities to succeed in a world ﬁlled with different people. It is
important to remember that one size does not ﬁt all. Everyone is different and that is what makes it all so great.

Want to learn more?

waimeahighschool.org | Instagram: @thewaimeahighschool | Twitter: @waimeahigh

PROMISE THEME: EQUITY
This edition will focus on the above promise theme:
students will experience strong relationships and
supports that mitigate disempowering differences to
enable them to thrive academically, socially, and
civically.
To learn more, visit hawaiipublicschools.org.
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We will be sharing stories of students, who are making a difference
at their schools and in their communities. Stories relate to the
promise theme being highlighted in each edition.

COVER STORY

A Generation Of Catalysts
BY CARLO DAQUIOAG | PAHOA HIGH | HISTORIAN
On Thursday, October 10, 2019, hundreds of Hawaii’s
youth attended the 26th Annual Children and Youth
Summit at the Hawaii State Capitol in Oahu. The
Children and Youth Summit is an event held annually to
bring children and teens together to identify relevant
issues that they believe the Hawaii State Legislature
should address to create a better learning and working
environment in Hawaii.
“We can choose to be affected by the world OR we can
choose to affect the world.” The words of Heidi Wills
were ever so present during this year’s summit and
shaped Hawaii’s young leaders. Along with some
opening words from Lieutenant Governor, Josh Green, a
panel of knowledgeable student catalysts brought light
upon opportunities and concerns they were incredibly
passionate about.
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Shortly after, the youth participants of the event broke
out into youth groups they felt passionate about. These
breakout session topics consisted of: Healthy Body,
Healthy Mind, Homelessness and

Housing, Safety and Security, Education, Equality, RIghts,
and Diversity, Protecting The Environment, and Addiction
and Substance Abuse. Additionally, the planning
committee of the event felt that creating a comfortable
and suitable environment is only achievable through the
lack of an adult presence. Therefore, each breakout
session was composed of student facilitators from the
Hawai’i State Student Council and youth participants.
Nearing the end of the summit, representatives from
each group shared what issues they want to see
addressed in the State Legislature. Then, those issues
would undergo a voting process to determine the
children and youth priorities.
The entirety of the Children and Youth Summit allowed
for students to shed light on their personal concerns and
solutions to issues they see in the state of Hawaii. Not
only did the event effectively identify the priorities of
Hawaii’s youth, but it also helped them realize that their
voice is signiﬁcant, powerful, and heard despite their
relatively young age.

A Step For Breast Cancer Awareness
BY MIKAELA BRIONES| WAIANAE HIGH | CONTRIBUTOR
On October 26, 2019, a group of Wai’anae High School
students volunteered at the American Cancer Society:
Making Strides Against Breast Cancer Walk at Keehi
Lagoon Beach Park in Honolulu. Starting at 3 in the
morning, these dedicated students loaded up onto their
school bus, awaiting their destination. Despite the long
journey from Wai’anae, these students are not stopped
from making the effort to support the cause. As the
students arrived, the volunteers from the organization
explained to them their duties for the day. They would be
passing out water cups and cheering on the participants
of the walk. Although their assigned roles seem small, it
only added to the fun these students had.

Pink is deﬁnitely in! Another part of participating in this
event was the opportunity to show much more support
through the students’ attire. A few students wore tutus,
all pink, and even coordinated their outﬁts to ﬁt the
event. It was wonderful to see the turnout for this event.
Many participants were present for the event and many
volunteers who supported were there as well. The day was
ﬁlled with cheers, pink, and deﬁnite aloha.
At the end of the event, the students helped clean up the
area and left the location, happy that they made the
participants of the walk feel just a little bit more
supported in their journey. Not only did Wai’anae
participate in this event, the school’s Student Union
hosted a lunch lounge handing out pink ribbons on
Wednesday, October 30th..
Since Breast Cancer Awareness Month is October, many
other schools across the state also supported the
movement and planned a day for students to show their
support for by wearing pink, hosting lunch lounges, and
so much more!

Waianae High

Waiakea High

OUR VOICE MATTERS

In what ways does
your school make you
feel welcomed?
BY ALAPAKI KANAINA-ENDO
KEAAU HIGH

My school makes me feel welcomed by the
energy I get from the people around campus.
The energy I get from people smiling and
saying good morning gives me hope for the
future. I love to walk around the school, seeing
everyone giving their morning hugs to her
friends and as for me I like to give my teachers
morning hugs because it’s about loving those
that take care of you. I honestly love school for
the social part as well.
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UNITY DAY

What better way to prepare for the promise of Equity than joining
together to address the issues of bullying and to color the world
orange with kindness, acceptance, and inclusion.

Uniting To End Bullying
BY CARLO DAQUIOAG| PAHOA HIGH | HISTORIAN
For one day during the month of October, National Bullying
Prevention Month, schools across the state of Hawai’i joined
together to color the islands orange, in hopes of showing the
world that they are ﬁghting for kindness, acceptance, and
inclusion within their school. In October 2011, Unity Day was
established by PACER’s National Bullying Prevention Center. It is a
day that invites everyone to spread the message that no student
should ever experience bullying, all through their simple call to
action. Being the signature event of National Bullying Month, it is
no surprise that schools on every island are joining the movement
to create a positive atmosphere for all students.

Waiakea High School

Konawaena High School

However, many of Hawaii’s public school students believed that their message should appear more vibrant than the orange
they wear. Students began to realize how large of an impact they could make in the hearts of their peers, communities, and
throughout the entire state of Hawaii. Subsequently, students took initiative to better the already buoyant ambience, from
making trees that portrayed every kind word within the dictionary to creating a lunch lounge for people joining the cause.
Now you might be wondering, “What more could this generation’s leaders do?” Well, that was never put into question for
these ambitious students. Not only did they think within their school, but outside of it as well. Without stopping after their
simple acts of kindness, the students instead expanded throughout their community through waving signs for passing
civilians to see. These students were able to enlighten everyone of all ages to visualize the school environment they wish to
see.
Current Hawaii public school students have a vision they want to share with others- a vision they wish they could have grew
up with, too. Despite many of them nearing the end of their high school career, they continue to augment their school’s
atmosphere so that there can be a generation that leaves bullying in the past.
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Cultivating Safe Drivers
BY JAYLEN MAE ARZAGA | WAIAKEA HIGH | VICE CHAIRPERSON

On October 26, 2019, students from all backgrounds came together to learn how to become a leader not only in trafﬁc
safety, but a leader in their home, school, and community. The day started with a delicious breakfast made by Dave N
Busters. The participants came to the roof top of Dave N Busters to ﬁll their stomachs for the day ahead and mingle with
others. After breakfast was done, the students had a special treat coming their way. The honorable A'ric Jackson, an
inspiring motivational speaker, came to talk to the students in a unique way. Instead of lecturing the students about how
to be a great leader, he taught them how to be vulnerable and open to others. A'ric made such a comfortable environment
where everyone felt like they could be themselves—the quiet students cracked out of their shells and the outgoing
students let others have the spotlight. A'ric wasted no time immersing the students the self-reﬂecting activities and
discussions. During his time, A'ric made all the participants identify their leadership style— thinkers, directors,
socializers, and realtors. To many, this was a mind-blowing activity that allowed the students to reﬂect on what kind of
leader they were. A particular activity that A'ric orchestrated made everyone break a sweat but reﬂected the importance of
support and determination. The participants lined up in two rows with space in the middle making a runway. In this fun
activity, A'ric played upbeat music and each person had to dance the runway from beginning to end without giving up. The
other students on the side lines had to cheer for everyone dancing the runway. If the person did not dance throughout the
runway, A'ric sent them back to start where they had to start again until they did it all the way. Likewise, if the cheering
stopped or died down, the one dancing the runway had to start again from the beginning. A handful of students lost their
voice from that activity, but they were able to support their fellow peers. Overall, A'ric Jackson touched the hearts of
participants that they were all eager to be leaders back home.
Following A'ric’s motivational speaking, the students were released to lunch and given fun passes to use at Dave N
Busters. There were games for everyone ranging from mario kart to battleship. Aside from the games, there were also
project grad booths like an artist, magician, and picture booth. The students had CHOKE fun playing games, taking
pictures, and spending time with one another. Altogether, the Trafﬁc Safety workshop allowed the students to grow as
leaders while having fun.

Look forward to the “Stop If You Love Me” campaign this coming February!

Keep up with A’ric Jackson!

www.aricspeaks.com | Instagram: @iamaricjackson | Twitter: @iamaricjackson
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

Here are some upcoming events for you to get involved in at
your school and make a difference. We encourage you to take
part in something that matters to you.

Secondary Student
Conference 2020

Thursday, January 23 - Saturday, January 25, 2020
Hawaii State Capitol

The 2020 Secondary Student Conference will held
on January 23-25, 2020 at the Hawaii State Capitol.
For more information and for registration, visit
www.hssc808.weebly.com.
See your school SAC for registration info.

Upcoming Meeting Dates
Saturday, February 29, 2020
Saturday, March 28, 2020
Saturday, May 9, 2020
All meetings will be held at:
Hawaii State Department of Education
Ofﬁce of Curriculum and Instructional Design

475 22nd Avenue
Honolulu, HI, 96816

OUR VOICE MATTERS

What changes do you
expect to see with the
implementation of the
Equity Promis Theme?
BY RONYA FIALOA MALAE
MCKINLEY HIGH
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With the implementation of the Equity
Promise Theme, I see greatness for the
students of Hawai’i. A common habit
people have is to point out the
differences insteads of the similarities we
have between one another. However,
with the promise of Equity within Hawai’i
public schools, students will have the
ability to communicate effectively with
one another to reach understanding,
further their academics, and prepare
them for a successful future.

Messages From The Executive Board
“How can someone apply equity into their daily lives in the new year?”
Alexandra Abinosa | Farrington High School | Chairperson
“As 2020 is near, I hope that, with this new year, we all have goals and aspirations. A
good one to keep in mind is equity. Despite the fact that everyone may have needs for
themselves, it is important to be equal and fair. In the new year, I hope that everyone
intends to step back from only focusing on the needs of themselves and focus on
helping others with their needs, as well. Aloha and Happy Holiday!”

Jaylen Mae Arzaga | Waiakea High School | Vice Chairperson
“There are many ways to promote equity, the quality of being fair and impartial. Equity
can start with you. By acknowledging other people’s differences, you can become self
aware and spread that awareness to others. Change is like a chain reaction- one person
has to start the reaction. You can start the chain for promoting equity with just self
awareness.”

Breeze Chinen | Konawaena High School | Secretary
“Equity and diversity begins with being self aware. To promote equity and diversity into
the classroom we need to ﬁrst realize how our identity and personal skills can be used
within a group setting. We should acknowledge our personal status and beliefs, but
strive to being understanding of those around us who may share different experiences.”

Carlo Daquioag | Pahoa High School |Historian
“Applying equity enables you to understand the needs of others and how to approach
their needs in a way that is tailored to them. To implement equity into your daily life, it
requires you to realize that you cannot help someone the same way you might help
someone else. Therefore, it is important that you take into consideration who you are
approaching and making any adjustments to accommodate them.

Jessica Chang | Aiea High School | Sergeant-at-Arms
“When it comes to deciding if equity should be applied into one’s life, it really depends
on the situation at hand. I believe that when it comes to respect, equity should be
applied in this case. Giving everyone, regardless of their background, religion, color, etc.,
the same amount of respect you would give your parents, principal, or Barack Obama.”
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Facilitator Training

At the September 28 Hawai’i State Student
Council Meeting, our members participated in
a small workshop to prepare for the Children
and Youth Summit

Mini-Meeting at
Dave & Busters

Unity Day On The Big Island

Here is what Konawaena and
Waiakea high school did to
promote a positive environment.

A’ric Jackson
teaching students
the importance of
vulnerability and
being open to others
as a leader.

SNAPSHOTS THROUGH THE YEAR
It’s time to share those memories throughout the school year!
Tag us, direct message, or use the hashtag #HIStuCo to share
your photos and memories. You never know - you may end up
on featured on the snapshots page!
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Meeting Agenda
Hawaii State Student Council
Open State Student Council Meeting #4
December 7th, 2019
9:00 am - 4:00 pm
9:00 AM

Ofﬁcial Start - Chairperson Alexandra Abinosa
Energizer and Ice Breaks

9:15 - 9:30 AM

McKinley High School - Cindy Reeves - Journalism

9:30 AM - 10:00 AM

Free Speech Speakers

10:00 AM - 10:15 AM

Break

10:15 AM - 12:15 PM

Secondary Student Conference - Miss Danielle Castro

12:15 PM - 1:30 PM

Networking Lunch

1:30 PM - 1:45 PM

BOE Student Report - Student Member Daniella White

1:45 PM - 2:30 PM

District and School Reports

2:30 PM - 3:30 PM

Committee Meetings

3:30 PM - 3:45 PM

HSSC Business - Student Leadership Conference 2020
& OSCAR

3:45 PM - 4:00 PM

White Elephant Activity

4:00 PM

Closing Meeting (Ofﬁcial End) - Chairperson Alexandra
Abinosa
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